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Abstract 
We report an experimental investigation on direct laser surface structuring with femtosecond vector vortex beams 
generated by means of q-plates with topological charges q = 1, 3/2, 2, 5/2. Structured light beams with spatially variant 
state of polarization and intensity are generated and applied to multi-pulse irradiation of a solid crystalline silicon target. 
The creation of a variety of surface structures, like laser induced periodic surface structures, multi-spot arrays and shaped 
ablation craters, is demonstrated by direct laser surface structuring with vector vortex beams at different values of q. The 
features of the surface structures are compared with the vector vortex beam characteristics at the focal plane, evidencing 
their relationship with the polarization and intensity profile of the laser beams. Our experimental findings show that 
vector vortex beams produced by q-plates can offer a valuable and versatile route to imprint unconventional surface 
structures on a solid target through a mask-free ablative process and step scan processing. 
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Highlights 
- The fabrication of spatially variant LIPSS with Vector Vortex Beams is demonstrated. 
- The realization of ablation craters with peculiar shapes is reported. 
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Direct femtosecond laser processing is continuously showing significant achievements in the generation of 
surface structures [1–3]. The most intriguing example is the formation of self-organized quasi-periodic surface 
patterns, generally indicated as laser-induced periodic surface structures (LIPSS) [1]. Laser beam shaping is another 
valuable approach pursued to achieve mask-free surface and volume structuring [2,4].  
In the last decades, the number of research fields trying benefits from the application of structured light beams 
with tailored intensity, polarization or phase is continuously increasing (e.g., microscopy, quantum optics and 
information, photonics, optical trapping, data communication, etc.) [5,6]. Recently, the use of structured light beams 
is also emerging in direct laser processing and surface structuring thanks to the development of efficient beam 
converters generating powerful pulses of complex light [7,8]. For example, fs structured light beams have been 
used to realize nano-cavities in glasses [9], nano-cones on silicon [10], micro-tubes in polymers [11], micro-disks 
on graphene sheets [12], etc. In this context, the direct link of the LIPSS orientation to the state of polarization 
(SoP) of the incident laser beam has led to the formation of peculiar quasi-periodic surface patterns by means of fs 
beams with spatially variant polarization and intensity distributions [13–17]. At the same time, surface structures 
have also been considered as a way to gain information of the characteristics of intense, structured light fields [8,18–
21]. In most cases, structured laser beams with a cylindrically symmetric SoP (e.g. radial, azimuthal, spiral) and 
intensity profiles [13,15,16,18–20] are used, while other vector vortex (VV) light fields with more complex 
distributions of polarization and intensity are still rarely investigated [14,17,22].  
Here we report on our ongoing research on direct femtosecond laser surface structuring with VV beams 
generated by q-plates. A q-plate is an optical device formed by a thin layer of liquid crystals. It essentially works 
as a spatially variant birefringent linear retarder with a singular pattern of the local optic axes, with a topological 
charge q, that allows the creation of light beams characterized by phase or polarization singularities [23–25]. Some 
interesting features of direct fs laser surface structuring of silicon with structured light beams generated by a q-plate 
were illustrated in previous studies [14,15,22]. Here, we further assess and extend the possibilities offered by 
complex light exploring various surface structures generated by using q-plates with a higher topological charge 
(namely,  q= 1, 3/2, 2, 5/2) and appropriate strategies to imprint multiple spots and create arrays of shaped structures. 
The produced surface structures are compared with the features of the VV beams at the focal plane. The various 
beams generated by the q-plates have been used to irradiate a crystalline silicon target with the aim of evidencing 
the versatility of this method in direct laser surface processing. The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 briefly 
reports the characteristics of the experimental setup. In section 3.1 we illustrate with some examples the spatially-
variant LIPSS and the kind of shapes that can be produced by VV beams generated by a q-plate. Then, in Sect. 3.2 
we address the imprinting of multiple spots in static irradiation achieved by means of a linear polarizer selecting a 
fraction of the beam. Finally, in Sect. 3.3 we discuss the fabrication of arrays of surface structures by a step scan 
approach.  
 
2. Experimental.  
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Laser pulses of ≈35 fs duration at a wavelength of 800 nm are provided by a Ti:Sa laser system. The laser beam 
is characterized by a Gaussian spatial profile and linear polarization. Optical VV beams are generated by means of 
q-plates and focused, at normal incidence, onto the surface of a crystalline silicon target (intrinsic, (100)) by a plano-
convex lens with a focal length of 75 mm. An electromechanical shutter selects the number of laser pulses, N, 
irradiating the surface of the target, which is mounted on a computer-controlled 3-axis translation stage. The surface 
structures generated in various experimental conditions are eventually characterized by a field-emission scanning 
electron microscope (FESEM). 
 
3. Results and discussion. 
A detailed analysis of the various beams that can be generated by the q-plates used in the present investigation (q 
= 1, 3/2, 2, 5/2) has been reported earlier [22]. A variety of VV beams can be achieved by controlling the 
birefringence optical retardation δ of the q-plate [24], that in our case is achieved by varying the peak-to-peak 
intensity of a square-wave voltage at 11 kHz delivered by a signal generator. Various examples of the VV beams 
used in the present investigation are illustrated in the following section. 
 
3.1 VV beams generated by q-plates with q = 1, 3/2, 2, 5/2. 
At a half-wave optical retardation δ = π (typically indicated as tuned case), the q-plate generates VV beams with 
an annular spatial profile. Panels (a) and (d) of Fig. 1 report simulated spatial maps of normalized intensity and SoP 
for two VV beams generated by exploiting tuned q-plates with topological charges of q=1 and q=2, respectively. 
The size of the annular VV beams depends on q, increasing at higher values of q [21]. The SoP of the VV beam 
can be rather complex, as for example shown Figs. 1(a) and (d), depending on the polarization direction of the input 
beam and the q-plate topological charge.  
Panels (b-c) and (e-f) of Fig. 1 report the SEM images of the target surface, registered at different magnifications,  
after irradiation by the VV beams depicted in panels (a) and (d), respectively. The surface structures form after an 
irradiation sequence of N pulses at an energy E0 that are {N = 200; E0 = 30 µJ} for panel (b-c) and {N=100; E0=80 
µJ} for panel (e-f). The corresponding peak fluence values are »0.3 J/cm2 for q=1 and »0.5 J/cm2 for q=2 [21]. In 
both cases, one can clearly observe the formation of the typical low spatial frequency LIPSS (LSFL) produced in 
surface structuring of silicon (i.e. ripples and grooves [1,26]) with a spatially variant orientation that depend on the 
SoP of the VV beam. In particular, a shallow crater is imprinted on the silicon target surface with supra-wavelength 
grooves (parallel to the local VV beam polarization) located in a central annular area, at larger fluence, surrounded 
by sub-wavelength ripples  (normal to the local VV beam polarization). The clean edge of the craters indicates that 
our experimental conditions correspond to the regime of soft ablation occurring close to threshold for material 
removal and affecting only the very surface layers of materials (typical depth of the order of 100 nm) for which the 
induced morphological changes are typically referred as surface structures [1,3,27].    
 




Fig. 1: Panels (a) and (d) report maps of the VV beam at the focal plane for q=1 and q=2, respectively, illustrating the 
annular profile of the intensity and the spatial distribution of the SoP. The intensity is normalized to its maximum 
value and the scale bar is 20 µm. Panels (b-c) and (e-f) show SEM images of the surface structures produced on the 
silicon target by the VV beams produced by q-plates with topological charge q=1 and q=2, respectively, registered at 
different magnification. The scale bars are 20 µm in (b) and (e) and 5 µm in (c) and (f).  
 
 
Recently, we addressed the possibility of generating unconventional shapes by tailoring the laser intensity profiles 
by exploiting the tuning of the q-plate optical retardation d  [22]. This method offers a way to vary the intensity 
distribution of the VV beam by generating an optical field given by a superimposition of the unconverted part of 
the input Gaussian field with an annular VV beam generated in tuned conditions, whose proportion depend on the 
value of d [22]. As an example of the VV beams generated in this way, the lower panels of Fig. 2(a) report simulated 
spatial maps of the fluence at the focal plane for a q-plate with q=1 for three different values of the optical 
retardation d. Moreover, contour lines corresponding to a local fluence value of 0.1 J/cm2 are reported on the fluence 
maps as dashed curves. One can observe fluence spatial profiles resembling bowtie (see, e.g., d=0.7p and 1.5p) or 
donut-like shapes (e.g. d=0.9p). The upper panels of Fig. 2(a) report the shapes generated on the target surface by 
a sequence of N=100 laser pulses at an energy E0=20 µJ. The corresponding experimental values of the optical 
retardation d approximate the value of the corresponding map (lower panels) within an accuracy of ±5%. The shapes 
of the craters present general features in fairly good agreement with the fluence maps, within the limited statistics 
and the uncertainties of experimental parameters like laser pulse energy and spot size as well as pulse-to-pulse 
fluctuations. Interestingly, this comparison displays a proof-of-principle approach to elaborate unusual craters’ 
shapes that can be employed to generate peculiar surface structures that might be of interest in mask-free subtractive 
manufacturing through localized ablation or in material transfer methods, like direct write or laser-induced forward 
transfer techniques. 
 




Fig. 2: (a) Upper panels: examples of shapes imprinted on the target surface after irradiation with a sequence of N=100 
laser pulses at an energy E0=20 µJ with VV beams generated by a q-plate with q=1 for various values of the optical 
retardation d. Lower panels: maps of the VV beam fluence spatial profile for corresponding values of d;  the fluence 
variation is shown according to the false color scale reported on the right. (b) Examples of shapes generated by other 
VV beams: (I) q=3/2, N=200, E0=65 µJ; (II) q=3/2, N=50, E0=100 µJ; (III) q=2, N=200, E0=65 µJ; (IV) q=5/2, N=50, 
E0=100 µJ. The scale bar in each panel is 20 µm. 
 
Fig. 2(b) reports SEM images of some exemplificative crater shapes that can be generated by VV beams with 
higher values of the q-plate topological charge q. For q=3/2, panel (I) shows the formation of three isolated islands, 
while panel (II) reports a central region with a blunt triangular shape of non-ablated material within the crater. For 
q=2, panel (III) shows a shape resembling a 4-pointed star with a central hole, while for q=5/2 panel (IV) shows a 
ring of non-ablated material in the crater center. These are few of the various shapes that can be achieved by optical 
retardation tuning of the q-plates [22]. 
 
3.2 Multi-spot patterns. 
Here we illustrate an optical shaping of the VV beam intensity producing multiple beam spots at the focal 
plane. This kind of structured beams can be of interest in various applications like multi-pixels transfer of material 
in direct write laser techniques, mask-free subtractive printing through localized ablation, etc. [2,4,28]. This is 
achieved by filtering the VV beam in tuned conditions with a linear polarizer, thus obtaining a multi-spot pattern 
in the focal plane with 4q intense lobes. Fig. 3(a) shows an example of the 4 lobes intensity pattern for q=1 for the 
case of Fig. 1(a) after filtering with a linear polarizer transmitting only the parts of the beam that are horizontally 
polarized. The corresponding SEM image of the sample surface obtained for an irradiation sequence of N=50 
pulses at an energy E0=40 µJ is reported in Fig. 3(b), which clearly shows the formation of a tetrameric ablative 
micro-pattern. Panels (c) and (d) of Fig. 3 report two further examples obtained by exploiting the VV beams 
generated by q-plates with q=2 and q=5/2, respectively, that after filtering with a vertically transmitting linear 
polarizer imprint a pattern composed of 8 and 10 lobes on the target surface. Hence, this demonstrates that a variety 
of patterns with a number of lobes n = 4q can be generated by polarization filtering of VV beams generated by q-
plates with a topological charge q in tuned conditions. 





Fig. 3: Panel (a) reports an example of intensity map of the VV beam for q=1 after filtering with a linear polarizer 
transmitting the horizontal polarization, which illustrates the formation of a multi-spot pattern at the focal plane. Panel 
(b) shows a SEM image of the surface pattern produced by the beam reported in (a), for N=50 and E0=40 µJ. Panels 
(c) and (d) report SEM images of surface patterns produced by VV beams filtered by a vertically transmitting linear 
polarizer for q=2 (N=100 and E0=70 µJ) and q=5/2 (N=200 and E0=50 µJ). The scale bars in panels (b), (c) and (d) 
are 20 µm. 
 
3.3 Patterns fabrication by step scanning approach. 
Here we illustrate the possibility of fabricating arrays of surface structures with peculiar shapes as those obtained 
by fluence spatial profile tuning through a step scanning approach. In this way, direct surface writing of a large 
area can be achieve with a repetition of an elemental crater shape and its surface structures in a given spatial 
arrangement. Such an approach has been recently applied to elaborate large area of biomimetic surfaces composed 
of hierarchical structures on Ni showing super-hydrophobic behaviour by using a phase plate capable of producing 
radially and azimuthally polarized VV beams [13]. In the following, we show some examples of patterns obtained 
by step scan with VV beams produced by a q-plate with topological charge q=1. The used number of pulses for 
each elemental crater is N=100 and the pulse energy is E0=20 µJ. 
Fig. 4 reports SEM images of patterns fabricated by using a VV beam generated in tuned conditions (d=p). Three 
examples are reported illustrating how the morphological features of the surface varies as a function of the step 
size D. Panels (b), (d) and (f) report zoomed views registered at higher magnification of the corresponding SEM 
images (a), (c) and (e). The insets in dashed boxes are SEM images illustrating the fine texture of the surface 
decorated with LIPSS and separating the written structures. From these images, one can observe that the LIPSS 
namely form in the annular region irradiated by the intense part the VV beam, while the surviving areas of the 
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pristine sample surface are mainly decorated with nanoparticles. The diameter of the elemental crater is D»110 
µm. It is worth noticing the rather good reproducibility of the craters produced in each step of the writing process.  
At D=120 µm, the SEM images reported in panels (a) and (b) of Fig. 4, show an array of well separated annular 
craters (as indicated by the dashed yellow lines in panel (b)) inscribed within a connected background of the 
pristine sample surface. Reducing D to values smaller than D the craters partially overlap, as for example shown 
in panels (c) and (d) for D=100 µm. This leads to a surface morphology composed by a periodic array of disks 
with a diameter of »45 µm (upper dashed yellow line in panel (d)), corresponding to the central non-ablated area 
of each crater, intercalated with a secondary pattern of inclined squares with a side of »30 µm (lower dashed 
yellow line in panel (d)). Finally, at still lower value of D, e.g. for D=80 µm as reported in panels (e) and (f), a 
regular array of disks separated by a background fully decorated with LIPSS is eventually produced.  
 
    
Fig. 4: SEM images of the patterns obtained by using a VV beam generated by a q-plate with topological charge q=1 
in tuned conditions. The number of pulses for each elemental crater is N=100 and the pulse energy is E0=20 µJ. The 
nominal step size of the translation stage is D=120 µm for (a) and (b), D=100 µm for (c) and (d), D=80 µm for (e) and 
(f). Panels (b), (d) and (f) are zoomed views of panels (a), (c) and (e), respectively. The scale bars are: 50 µm for 
panels (a), (c) and (e); 20 µm for panels (b), (d) and (f).  The dashed yellow lines in panels (b), (d) and The insets in 
dashed boxes on the right shows zoomed views of the corresponding left panels illustrating the fine texture of the 




We turn now to illustrate in Fig. 5 the case of patterns fabricated by repeating shaped craters produced by a 
VV beam in un-tuned conditions. As an example, we selected the case of a bow-tie shape occurring for d»0.7p. 
Three examples are reported illustrating various arrangements of the periodic arrays and the fairly good 
reproducibility of the craters. Panels (b), (d) and (f) report zoomed views registered at higher magnification of 
the corresponding SEM images (a), (c) and (e). Panel (a) of Fig. 5 reports a pattern of bow-tie shaped craters 
with one of the main symmetry axis aligned along the horizontal position. The centers of two consecutive 
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craters are separated by 120 µm along both the horizontal and vertical directions. The distance between the 
closest edges of two consecutive craters is »20 µm along the horizontal and »45 µm along the vertical 
directions, respectively.  
 
 
Fig. 5: SEM images of the patterns obtained by using a VV beam generated by a q-plate with topological charge q=1 
in un-tuned conditions (d =0.7p). The number of pulses for each elemental crater is N=100 and the pulse energy is 
E0=20 µJ. Each right panel is a zoomed view of the corresponding left one. The scale bars are: 50 µm for panels (a), 
(c) and (e); 20 µm for panels (b), (d) and (f). The unitary tiles of the pattern are evidenced by dashed yellow lines in 
the left panels. 
 
The orientation of the crater shape can be varied by acting on the direction of the input laser linear polarization 
to the q-plate, as shown for example in panels (c) and (d) were two consecutive elemental tiles of the array are 
rotated by 90° at each scanning step. In the case displayed in Figs. 5 (a) and (b), the centers of two consecutive 
craters are separated by 120 µm along the horizontal and 360 µm along vertical, but other distances and 
arrangements can be easily obtained. This feature of the laser writing process can effectively allow elaborating 
complex periodic arrays in which the repetitive units are made of elementary tiles composed of various craters 
oriented in different directions or with diverse shapes, since both input polarization and optical retardation can 
be easily controlled by using a rotating half wave plate and the q-plate driving voltage, respectively. Moreover, 
by appropriately changing the step size during the scan also aperiodic surface patterns can be fabricated. 
Finally, panels (e) and (f) of Fig. 5 illustrate an example of pattern that can be achieved by writing bow-tie 
shaped craters with their longer axis inclined at »30° and a step size (»100 µm) slightly smaller than their 
major axis length (»110 µm). In such a case the repetitive unit of the regular array is formed by the non-ablated 
areas left among the various ablation craters produced during the step scan processing and can assume a rather 
peculiar shape as that shown for example in Fig. 5 (see the yellow line in panel (f), e.g.). The elementary tiles 
of the pattern will be separated by a background carpet of structured surface with LIPSS and nanostructures. 
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A variety of pattern can be possibly achieved by changing the step parameters and the shape and size of the 
elementary craters by voltage tuning and appropriate selection of the q-plate topological charge.  
 
4. Conclusions 
In summary, we have presented an experimental investigation illustrating the various possibilities offered by 
direct fs laser surface structuring with VV beams generated by q-plates. Firstly, we have illustrated the different 
possibilities offered by VV beams produced by q-plates with different topological charges (namely, q=1, 3/2, 2 
and 5/2). In particular, we have addressed both the formation of spatially-variant LIPSS for annular VV beams 
generated by q-plates in tuned conditions (d=p) and the imprinting of peculiar shapes through variation of the laser 
fluence spatial profile at the focal plane by tuning the value of the optical retardation d. Then, we have considered 
a facile way of obtaining a multi-spot beam pattern in the focal plane by a polarization filtering of the VV beam 
through a linear polarizer. Finally, the elaboration of surface patterns was illustrated through a spot-by-spot step 
scan approach that allows covering large area of the target sample. This approach can allow producing a variety 
of surface patterns in form of periodic or aperiodic arrays of shaped non-ablated island decorated with 
nanoparticles separated by a carpet of LIPSS and surface structures. Although the fabrication of all these surface 
morphologies was demonstrated in the case of silicon, the method can be directly applied to other kind of target 
materials to elaborate peculiar surface structured on bulk targets but also realize patterned surfaces on thin films 
by subtractive manufacturing. Hence, our approach of direct laser surface structuring with VV beams with q-plated 
shows a great potential, easy and compact way to tailor the laser beam characteristics (e.g. polarization and 
intensity) providing access to a plethora of complex surface structures and patterns. The new concept in fs laser 
structuring of materials brought about by our investigations can be considered as an emerging step towards more 
versatile laser based fabrication technique. The full exploration of its potential deserve further work and 
development before it can be a competitive technology. However, it already shows interesting achievements and 
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